


Foreword
To: Mr. Eamonn Ryan TD, Minister for Environment, Climate and Communications and Environment;
Mr. Darragh O’Brien, TD, Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage
The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) is Ireland’s independent energy and
water regulator; protecting the public interest in water, energy and energy safety. The
CRU is guided by a three-year strategic plan to enable the organisation to deliver our
public service obligations in constantly evolving sectors. The Strategic Plan 2019-2021
reflects the critical nature of the energy and water sectors to the people in Ireland and
the CRU’s commitments to enabling the transition to a secure, low carbon future.
The four strategic priorities set out in the Plan are as follows:
1. Deliver sustainable, low-carbon solutions with well-regulated markets and networks.
2. Ensure compliance and accountability through best regulatory practice.
3. Foster and maintain a high-performance culture and organisation to achieve our
vision.
4. Develop effective communications to support customers and the regulatory process.
We prepare a detailed annual Work Plan to deliver on our strategic priorities and
continue to carry out our core functions. It sets out our specific outputs and key
performance indicators by reflecting the challenges for the delivery of safe, secure,
sustainable and competitive outcomes for citizens and consumers.

The 2021 Work Plan is ambitious, while also taking into account delays in delivery
of some activities due to COVID-19 as well as additional requirements to support
business continuity and organisation resilience. It also reflects the fact that our key
sectoral stakeholders have equally been impacted by COVID-19 and are continuing to
reprioritise their own work programmes.
During 2020, we also conducted a mid-term review of implementation of the
Strategic Plan 2019-2021. The review concluded that significant progress has been
made, however, a number of areas were highlighted that had been delayed or not
commenced to be prioritised in the 2021 Work Plan or in the next Strategic Plan.
In 2021, the CRU will commence work on a Strategic Plan for the next period 2022 to
2024 which will build on learnings from the existing plan.
The CRU continues to work with Irish utilities, suppliers, communities and customers
to deliver on our national 2030 targets, while ensuring that the costs and benefits are
shared on an equitable and transparent basis for all in Irish society.
Aoife MacEvilly, Chairperson

2020 was an unprecedented year given the impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic in Ireland
and beyond. The CRU re-prioritised work to deal with monitoring preparedness and
response of electricity, gas and network companies and implementing a number of
rules and initiatives to protect business and residential customers, particularly the
vulnerable during the pandemic. As an organisation, the CRU adapted successfully to a
new way of working with minimal disruption to implementation of Work Plan 2020.
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Work Plan 2021 – High Level Priorities
To implement the CRU Strategic Plan, the following are the high-level priorities and key performance indicators for 2021,
by division, which support achievement of the CRU’s mission to ‘Protect the public interest in Water, Energy and Energy Safety’.

Energy Markets and Smart Metering
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Progress System Services Future Arrangements in order to assist
on the path to 70% renewable electricity by 2030.
2. Progression Customer engagement in the electricity system
through the Clean Energy Package.
3. Progress compliance of the Single Electricity Market with the
Electricity Balancing Guideline and the Clean Energy Package.
4. Maintain progress in the Smart Metering Programme.
5. Conclude review of measures to address year to year volatility in
the PSO levy.

1. Publication of Consultation on System Services Future Arrangements High
Level Design Q2 2021.
2. Progression of necessary regulatory changes to support activities of Active
Consumers and Energy Communities in line with the Clean Energy Package
through 2021.
3. Complete review of the SEM Trading and Settlement Code’s compliance with
the Electricity Balancing Guideline and Clean Energy Package by Q4 2021.
4. Meet targets for increased deployment of smart meters and demonstrate
increasing use of smart services by consumers with smart meters through to
Q4 2021.
5. Review to be complete by end Q2 2021 with implementation of any changes
to be progressed thereafter.
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Energy Networks and Legal
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Implementation of regulatory framework underpinning the 5-year
Price Review for Electricity (PR5) – which will incentivise efficient
operation of the network companies to meet customers’ needs
and deliver on low carbon targets.
2. Commence 5-year Price Control for Gas (PC5) for gas which will
optimise the use of existing network with introduction of other
forms of gas to support low carbon targets and ensuring security
of supply.
3. Development of Regulatory Framework for Electricity
Interconnectors (Greenlink & Celtic) to provide the optimum
benefits for consumers whilst ensuring any risks are minimised.
4. Continue to embed legal team within the CRU to provide
knowledge share, training and value for money for the
organisation.
5. Commence development of Offshore Wind connection policy and
regulatory framework.
6. Ensure System Operators continue to have in place the necessary
security of supply and emergency planning measures.
7. Progress a review of the electricity transmission and distribution
network tariff structures.

1. Incentives and regulatory mechanisms in place underpinning PR5 by Q4
2021.
2. Consultation on gas PC5 to be progressed in 2021.
3. Strategy on Future Role of Gas to be completed by Q1 2021.
4. Decisions that align with government policy specific to offshore grid. Consult
extensively with industry and relevant stakeholders to progress (throughout
year).
5. Progress consultation on Regulatory Framework for Electricity interconnector
Celtic (throughout 2021). Complete regulatory process for Greenlink
including licencing Q4 2021.
6. Complete annual network tariffs for gas and electricity by Q3 2020.
7. CRU legal queries are dealt with in a timely fashion and appropriate training
is provided to all staff.
8. Consents and Licences are issued in a timely fashion to support the
connection process.
9. Number of gas and electricity emergency plan exercises carried out
throughout 2021.
10. Publish consultation on Approach to Transmission and Distribution tariffs for
electricity networks.
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ENERGY SAFETY
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Process all safety case submissions from natural gas, LPG and
petroleum undertakings within the agreed timeframes and ensure
that all risks are managed to ALARP.
2. Complete the annual audit and inspection programmes under the
Petroleum Safety Framework (PSF), Gas Safety Framework (GSF)
and Safety Supervisory Schemes (SSS) and monitor findings to
successful close out.
3. Prepare for the successful designation of the schemes for the
regulation of electrical contractors and gas installers commencing
in January 2023.
4. Enhance the CRU safety regulatory frameworks so that they
remain fit for purpose in light of industry innovation to meet low
carbon targets.

1. Safety case submissions evaluated in line with relevant guidance - standards
and results communicated to undertakings (Q1– Q4).
2. Planned programmes of audit and inspections of undertakings/ owners/
operators/ gas installers and electrical contractors completed and
nonconformances closed out within agreed timelines (Q1 - Q4).
3. Consultations completed on regulation of electrical contractors and gas
installers with respect to safety and tender processes launched to appoint
electrical and gas safety supervisory bodies (Q4).
4. Frameworks updated to accommodate new fuels and network arrangements
and other developments in support of lower carbon emissions.

CUSTOMER PROTECTION
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Continue to develop the information and complaint resolution
service for energy and water customers so that it is efficient, fair
and transparent.
2. Promote customer protection through external and internal
engagement and ensure customer insights are reflected in the
CRU’s decisions.

1. Resolution of all complex customer complaints within 90 days or less (Q1Q4).
2. Successful actions taken to reflect the customer’s voice in all CRU decisions
(Q1 – Q4).
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WATER
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Continued harmonisation of Irish Water charging structures.
2. Assessment of value for money for Irish Water’s capital expenditure.
3. Effective monitoring and reporting of Irish Water delivery of outputs
and outcome commitments.
4. Deliver new consumer protection policies.

1. Consultation and decision on Trade Effluent Charges. Decision on Charges for
Public Group Water Schemes.
2. Substantial progress of WSP review’; Implementation of change management
process for IW capital expenditure. Deliver Public Spending Code Review
reports as requested by DHLGH.
3. Publish Capital expenditure monitoring report. Publish performance
monitoring report under new performance assessment framework.
4. Publish decision on expansion of first fix policy to unmetered customers.
Modification of connection policy to account for first mover disadvantage.

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Establish policies and procedures for administrative sanctions for
electricity and gas licensees.

1. Publish consultation and decision on application of standards of performance
for electricity and gas supply licences.
2. Publish information paper on investigation and decision-making procedure
for application of administrative sanctions.
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OPERATIONS AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Implement communications strategy and associated programme of
corporate and consumer focused initiatives with particular focus on
internal customer (staff).
2. Support the CRU with innovative and optimal use of ICT guided by a
new ICT strategy aligned to user and customer needs.
3. Drive a ‘value for money’ ethos in CRU through effective annual
planning and reporting and implementation of procurement
strategies to optimise expenditure on external consultancy expertise.
4. Focus on strategic human resource management and organisation
design matters in addition to providing day to day supports for staff.
5. Support business continuity and organisational resilience in response
to the national pandemic (Covid-19)

1. Delivery of corporate and consumer focused communications campaigns (Q4).
2. Launch ICT Strategy and implementation plan following approval by the
Commission (Q1).
3. Cycle of budget planning and reporting complete including procurement
outcomes across internal and external frameworks.
4. Prepare and implement HR strategy including culture audit, PMDS review.
5. Developed Return to Office Guidance/Protocols and approach to hybrid
working environment for the future (Q2).

GOVERNANCE
Key Priorities

Key Performance Indicators

1. Review and set strategic direction for the CRU to deliver on its legislative
mandate.
2. Evaluate standard of performance of the Commission and its
Committees in line with Code of Practice for Governance of State Bodies.

1. Publication of Strategic Plan 2022-2024 (with particular focus on organisation
design to position CRU to achieve priorities) Q4.
2. Completion of Commission self-assessment and periodic reviews (Q1).
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DETAILED WORKPLAN 2021
The following is a listing of planned outputs to address priorities set out
in the CRU Strategic Plan 2019-2021. This detailed Work Plan may not
incorporate or reflect all daily activities or work required to deliver on
specific outputs.
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Strategic Priority 1:
Protect the Public Interest in Water, Energy and Energy Safety
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Retail Markets
• Review of the Energy Suppliers' Handbook to incorporate Smart Pay as You Go (PAYG) policy and CEP changes including public
consultation and decision by early Q4 2021.
• Support organisation of the annual Citizens Energy Forum on behalf of DECC.
• Continuously monitor retail market indicators to identify areas warranting further consideration or new policies to protect
customers.
• Review and process all licence applications for electricity and gas markets in a timely manner (including examination of processes
to identify opportunities for improvement).
• Publish Retail Market Reports including monthly switching, quarterly monitoring reports and a twice yearly, customer facing report.
• Review CER 2014 Decision on Market Monitoring in the Electricity and Gas Retail Markets to ensure relevance post 2020 to account
for CEP and Smart policy changes.

Energy Markets and
Smart Metering

Network Development
• Review and publish Electricity and Gas Network Tariffs 2021/22.
• Review and publish Interconnector revenues 2021/22.
• Review and manage connection disputes efficiently.
• Publish Single Electricity Market (SEM) Tariffs 2021/22.
• Approve Grid Distribution Code modifications as appropriate.
• Monitor, review and input into updates of gas and electricity emergency planning procedures.
• Monitor gas and electricity security of supply.
• Enhancement of licensing processes to facilitate changing legislation, policy and sector changes.
• Process compliance submissions and applications for Authorisations to Construct and Licences to Generate.
• Publish new gas transmission and distribution licences
• Update Code of Operations (administer market design change control process)
• Price Control 5 project to include strategy paper, Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and data collection.
• Regular reporting from gas and electricity network operators on innovation

Energy Networks
and Legal
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Strategic Priority 1 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Security of Supply (SoS)
• Monitoring gas and electricity Security of Supply (SoS).
• Provide support to Department of Environment Climate and Communications technical assessment, Electricity SoS,
implementation of Regulation 941/2019 Electricity Risk Preparedness.
• Update of gas preventive action plan post Brexit under Regulation 1938/2017 Gas security of supply.
• Consultations on National Compensation Arrangements for Gas.
• Continue to certify plants as High Efficiency CHP as per our legal remit.
• Review and monitoring of Secondary Fuel policy and compliance by generators.
• Monitoring, review and update submissions and input to Emergency Exercises, GNI National Gas Emergency Plan review, Gas
Emergency Exercise planning, Eirgird emergency exercise, ESB Networks emergency load shedding exercise

Energy Networks
and Legal

Energy Safety
• Publish Annual Energy Safety Report for 2020.
• Complete the annual audit and inspection programmes of gas and petroleum undertakings and the Safety Supervisory Bodies.
• Report, track and follow up on issues identified during the audit and inspection programmes. Close out outstanding findings.
Feed into on-going improvement of regulatory schemes and updates to procedures.
• Continue engagement with relevant national and international bodies, as appropriate.
• Maintain a watching brief on new developments with the potential to impact our energy safety role.

Energy Safety

Gas
• Progress unlicensed LPG networks policy project
• Progress Safety Case Guidelines for other gas undertakings
• Assess 5 yearly independent safety case review submitted by regulated entities
• Facilitate and engage with innovation projects
• Assess potential policy improvements with regard to developments which may have a safety impact on energy infrastructure
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Strategic Priority 1 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Petroleum
• Operations & reporting including enforcement actions, incident investigation.
• Safety Case Assessments & Issuance of Permits.
• Annual Audit & Inspection Plan, and 24/7 Cover for Well Work.
• Administration to ensure effective operation of the framework including: PSF Consultancy Contracts (maintain current, and tender
for future support), Financial (monthly updates, budgeting), support Audits, Operational (Pos, invoices etc.), PS Levy, Safety Case
Fees.
• Continuous Improvement of Petroleum Safety Framework.

Energy Safety

Safety Supervisory Bodies
• Support the Implementation of the Scheme Information Management System (SIMS) ensuring the needs of the Safe Electric and
RGII schemes are met.
• Prepare the Tender Process to designate a Gas Safety Supervisory Body (GSSB) and Electricity Safety Supervisory Body (ESSB) from
2023.
• Consult on the regulation of Gas Installers with Respect to Safety from 2022.
• Consult on the regulation of Electrical Contractors with Respect to Safety from 2022.
• Research methodologies for the regulation of electrical contractors and gas installers in other jurisdictions.
• Investigate allegations of illegal electrical and gas works in line with procedures.
• Monitor performance of SSBs in line with KPI reporting framework, terms and conditions, criteria document and feedback from
audits and inspections.
• Review/assess required information and reports including quarterly reports from SSBs.
• Review and assess financial information received and implement a regulatory framework for the approval of costs and revenues.
• Improve on SSBs Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and address key gaps. Review and progress improvements on complaints
process.
• Review Non-Domestic Gas Works regulation existing arrangements and identify improvements that may be required to the
regulation when published.
• Continue to operate the system to assess equivalent qualifications for entry to Registered Gas Installers GI and Safe Electric
Schemes.
• Engage Gas and Electrical Safety Supervision Stakeholders as required including - training providers, RGI and REC customers.
• Monitor implementation of new wiring rules (ET10101) and communications approach and delivery.
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Strategic Priority 1 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Customer Affairs
• Continue project to develop customer guidance on the CRU Customer Care Team (CCT) services to include clarification of the legal
remit of CRU and publish a guidance document for customers to assist them in understanding the services.
• Deliver complaint resolution function for all energy and water related complaints in line with our published process.
• Manage service provided by call centre (ARISE) to include ongoing training and quality assurance as well as ensuring that KPIS are
met.
• Continue to develop and implement process of internal engagement on consumer communications.
• Deliver information service as a single point of contact for energy and water customers.
• Complete annual consumer survey.
• Continue to enhance and improve the IT system to assist the CCT in carrying out its functions.
• Review the process for approval of supplier codes of practice, standard terms and conditions, bills and customer charters.
• Approve codes of practice, standard terms and conditions, bills and customer charters for electricity and gas suppliers.

Water, Compliance
and Customer Affairs
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Strategic Priority 2:
Deliver Sustainable, Low-Carbon Solutions with Well-Regulated Markets and Networks
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Smart Metering
• Commence activities of Competent Authority for Smart Metering Data including the development of a Code to define access rules.
Procure external support to support this activity.
• Continue oversight of Smart Metering programme. Participation at Senior Steering Group, regulatory fora, consumer engagement
and Industry Liaison Group (ILG) meetings. Develop required documents and materials.
• Progress the development of an interim settlement solution for Microgenerators to facilitate Action 30 of the DECC Climate Action
Plan by June 2021.

Energy Markets and
Smart Metering

Other
• Consultation and Decision on Priority Dispatch Hierarchy under clean energy package.
• Coordination of CRU input on development of new EU Network Codes on cyber-security and demand side response.
• Decision on Compliance of SEM Trading and Settlement Code under EU Network Codes Electricity Balancing Guidelines.
• EU Network Codes (Understand, Influence and Implement) – Market Codes - CACM, FCA & EBGL (excluding dedicated EBGL work on
compliance of TSC).
• EU Network Codes (Understand, Influence and Implement) – System Operation Codes - SOGL & ER.
• Publish Fuel Mix Disclosure 2020 papers – Single Electricity Market Committee (SEMC) EMC paper & CRU paper on Green Source
Products verification.
• REMIT Monitoring and Compliance including developing a CRU REMIT Compliance process and managing day-to-day operational
work on registration.
Clean Energy Package (CEP)
• Coordinate CRU input to DECC on transposition of CEP legislation into Irish law.
• Decision on framework for Energy Communities.
• Decision on framework for Active Consumers.
• Decision on Dispatch and Redispatch.
• Implementation of CEP Energy Communities work.
• Implementation of CEP Active Consumers work.
• Microgeneration Coordination and policy development.
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Strategic Priority 2 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Single Electricity Market (SEM)
• Set Single Electricity Market Operator (SEMO) post exchange (px) SEMO tariffs and publish information paper.
• Support SEMO price control including
- consultation and decision on Capex review for 2018-21
- consultation and decision on 2022-25 price control
• Monitoring of market prices and liquidity in Intraday Market post-Brexit and of potential improvements to be made
- Assessment of proposals for enduring arrangements
- Public and Industry Communications
• Consult and publish annual Trading and Settlement Code parameters decision.
• Support the implementation of scaleable complex orders in the Day Ahead Market.
• Conduct ongoing operational work related to the administration of the Trading and Settlement Code and SEMO px Rules including:
- Participate in the TSC Modifications Committee and SEMOpx Exchange Committee
- Process intermediary applications as they arise
- Support legal proceedings related to TSC Modifications
- Support other teams within the division and in Northern Ireland Utility Regulator in resolving general market issues
• Implement changes to the Trading and Settlement Code to ensure compliance with the Electricity Balancing Guideline and the
Electricity Regulation.
• Support implementation of Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) methodologies for calculating Value of Lost
Load, Cost of New Entry and the reliability standard.
• Support preparatory work for potential T-3 Capacity Auction for 2024/25.
• Support delivery of T-1 Capacity Auction for 2022/23.
• Support delivery of T-4 Capacity Auction for 2024/25.
• Support delivery of Renewable Energy Support Scheme 2 (RESS) and RESS offshore including
- Feed into design of RESS T&Cs and coordinate CRU input
- Calculate competition ratios
- Coordinate work of auction monitor and market auditor
• Publish Generator Financial Performance Report for 2019 (and draft report for 2020).

Water, Compliance
and Customer Affairs
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Strategic Priority 2 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Public Service Obligation (PSO) Levy
• Complete administration and calculation of the 2021/22 Public Service Obligation (PSO) levy including:
- Publish updated annual PSO notification to suppliers
- Publish proposed decision paper and final decision paper.
• Complete updates to CRU's PSO arrangements to take account of Renewable Energy Support Scheme (RESS) & PSO Volatility
including:
- Publish a consultation paper and decision on PSO volatility
- Publish a consultation paper and decision on updates to PSO Arrangements to take account of RESS
- Complete SEM PLEXOS Model Backcast & Validation

Energy Markets and
Smart Metering

Single Electricity Market Committee (SEMC)
• Complete modelling for Directed Contracts, including:
- For each round of Directed Contracts, run pricing model, concentration model and eligibility model, brief SEMC and publish
results in a Directed Contracts Information Paper on the SEMC website.
• Monitor Non-Directed Contract trades on trading platforms.
• Report the results of each Directed Contract Round to SEMC.
• Publish Information Paper setting out the Directed Contracts subscription dates for Rounds 17-20.
• Progress Market Power & Liquidity Workstream, including:
- Publish Information Paper setting out the SEMC decisions towards implementing commitments made in 2017 Forwards &
Liquidity paper.
- Publish Consultation Paper on the scope of work that was determined within the SEM Committee's Information Paper.
• Review Imperfection Charges, including:
- Brief SEMC & publish consultation paper in Q2 2021.
- Brief SEMC & publish decision paper in Q3 2021.
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Strategic Priority 2 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Network Development
• Support offshore renewable consenting developments.
• Develop Licence to Operate for Greenlink Interconnector.
• Review, input and approval of regular annual reports including Generation Capacity Statement, Eirgrid Transmission
Development Plan, Transmission Forecast Statement, Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) Gas Network Development Plan 2020/21.
• Commence development of Offshore Wind connection policy and regulatory framework.
• Continue assessment and approval of connection fees and charging for all generation including community schemes.
• Complete analysis of ESBN Generator Standard Charges.
• Seek to adjust policy where necessary to continue enable 2030 targets be met.
• Continue monitoring of relevant EU working groups and taskforces.
• Review of current electricity network charges so that can facilitate renewable customers.

Energy Networks
and Legal

Irish Water Performance Assessment
• Review responses to consultation & publish CRU decision - Irish Water Performance Assessment Framework consultation &
publish CRU decision.
• Publish report on Irish Water's 2020 Performance.
• Publish CRU Report Irish Water Capital Investment Plan 2020-2024.
• Progress CRU review on Irish Water's Proposed Water Supply Project Eastern & Midlands Region as updated, final information
becomes available from Irish Water.
• Water Services Innovation Fund Annual Report 2020 & CRU decision on Irish Water submissions.
• Draft CRU Response to Irish Water’s consultation on National Water Resources Plan.
• Consolidate Irish Water's regulatory reporting obligations into a single 'Annual Return'.
• Deliver CRU Strategy paper setting out themes and objectives for RC4.
• Monitor and report on Irish Water delivery of customer-facing obligations.
• Establish a process and undertake CRU reviews for projects which are subject to review under the Public Spending Code 2019 as
required. Includes liaison with the Dept and the Environmental Protection Agency.
• Review Irish Water preparedness to deal with crises & provide live reporting information as required during crises.
• Consultation and decision on Irish Water's first national Disconnection Policy.
• Monitor and review Irish Water's implementation of the Scottish Water International recommendations as provided for in the
CRU's Revenue Control 3 decision 2020.
• Establish a CRU process for the receipt of Irish Water submissions and undertake reviews of changes to the Capital Investment
Plan as provided for in the CRU's Revenue Control 3 decision 2020.

Water, Compliance
and Customer
Affairs
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Strategic Priority 2 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Non Domestic
• Hold 'Non-Domestic Water User Group' meetings and engage with stakeholders as required.
• Publish Decision paper on public Group Water Scheme Charging Policy.
• Publish Consultation paper on public Group Water Scheme Charging Policy Proposals.
• Publish Decision Paper on Interim Trade Effluent Charging Policy.
• Publish Consultation Paper on Interim Trade Effluent Charging Policy Proposals.
• Deliver Internal briefing paper / Information Paper on regulation of Irish Water.
• Consultation and decision process on incentive mechanisms for Irish Water relating to non-domestic customer billing and
leakage reduction

Water, Compliance
and Customer
Affairs

Domestic
• Publish CRU Decision on expansion of First Fix Scheme Policy.
• Oversee implementation of Excess Use Charging Policy.
• Analyse and report on domestic water consumption to Dept. of Housing.
• Deliver a revised Irish Water Connection Charging Policy.
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Strategic Priority 3:
Develop Effective Communications to Support the Customer and the Regulatory Practice
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Smart Metering
• Support CRU communications activity for Smart Metering programme to ensure consistency with programme comms.

Energy Markets and
Smart Metering

Stakeholder engagement
• Represent CRU and engage with Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER)\Council of European Energy Regulators
(CEER).
• Attend and participate in CEER working Groups including meetings, provision of information, questionnaire completion.
• Manage and participate in industry governance groups including Gas Market Arrangements Retail Group (GMARG), Industry
Governance Group (IGG), Retail Markets Co-Ordination Working Group (ReMCoWG) and Retail Markets Co-Ordination Steering
Group (ReMCoSG).
• Engage and input into European policy and reporting as required with Council of European Regulators (CEER) and Agency for the
Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER).
Freedom of Information/Access to Information on the Environment
• Manage CRU FOI and AIE processes, undertake a review of current procedures and develop new processes, where appropriate.

Energy Networks
and Legal

Customer Care
• Engage with industry and teams internally regarding consumer protection issues brought to Customer Care team’s (CCT) attention.
This will include management of the Consumer Stakeholder Group, cross divisional customer working group, engage internally and
externally, as required, in relation to new policies and their implementation, ongoing engagement with the energy undertakings,
ongoing engagement with the retail and compliance teams.
• Conduct review of CCT customer communications to include ensuring that documents meet the principles of universal design.

Water, Compliance
and Customer Affairs
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Strategic Priority 3 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Communications
• Deliver corporate communications activities calendar across 2020 to support awareness levels of CRU functions and policy
decisions
• Deliver communications campaign to increase awareness levels of benefits of smart meters and smart services to consumers
• Deliver consumer focused digital content strategy across social platforms to increase awareness of consumer rights, protection
measures and supporting CRU policy announcements
• Deliver a new CRU website design and content strategy to enable greater access to information for stakeholders and increased
engagement with consumers
• Lead the Plain English initiative providing guidance and principles to staff engaging in external communications to include
development of guidance and related templates
• Prepare a stakeholder engagement plan with continued focus on engagement with members of the Oireachtas
• Oversee implementation of the Customer Action Plan including preparation of an updated Irish Language Scheme.

Operations and
Organisation
Development
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Strategic Priority 4:
Ensure Compliance and Accountability Through Best Regulatory Practice
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Brexit and Clean Energy Package
• Continue development of Brexit Contingency Planning.
• Continue ongoing Clean Energy Package Implementation and co-ordination.
• Review and process all licence applications for electricity and gas markets in a timely manner. Review end to end process to
identify opportunities for improvement.

Energy Markets and
Smart Metering

Performance Reviews
• Publish outcomes from PR5 process which holds the electricity network companies accountable for expenditure.
• Publish reports on system operators’ performance annually.
• Monitor the transformation of the Distribution Operator to unsure independence and the ability to operate as a neutral facilitator.

Energy Networks
and Legal

Natural Gas and LPG
• Assess new and material changes to Safety Cases and complete audit and inspection programme of gas undertakings
• Investigate and take enforcement actions as appropriate to ensure compliance with the gas safety framework
• Analyse performance reports received from regulated entities
• Carry out gas incident investigation as appropriate and review incident reports
• Continue stakeholder engagement activities including Gas Safety Committee, Irish and international regulators, IGEM gas quality
working group and membership of NSAI Gas Technical Committees

Energy Safety
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Strategic Priority 4 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Compliance and Enforcement
Monitor compliance across both energy and water sections, to include:
• Publish CRU Annual Report on Compliance & Enforcement activities in 2020.
• Complete compliance investigations and enforcement actions as required in relation to all relevant regulated areas in Energy
Supply, Energy Networks, Water, Wholesale Electricity and Regulation on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency.
• Publish of the CRU’s report on the 2021 Audit of the Price Comparison Website Accreditation Framework.
• Publish information papers on the Quarterly Compliance Spot Checks.
• 2019 Annual Licensee Compliance Reports.
• Publish of a statement of principles for the calculation of financial penalties for enforcement actions.
• Consultation on Supply licence Standards for Performance for the purposes of Administrative Sanctions including the statutory
consultation on the Supply Licence Modifications.
• Review of the scope & operation of services of the Agency of Last Resort.
• Audit of the market operator’s compliance with the Nominated Electricity Market Operator designation criteria.
• Publish balancing Market Principles Statement 2021.
• Publish Single Electricity Market Scheduling & Dispatch Audit Report 2020 and the Audit Terms of Reference for 2021.
• Publish Single Electricity Market Trading and Settlement Code Market Audit Report 2020 and the Market Audit Terms of Reference
2021.

Water, Compliance
and Customer
Affairs
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Strategic Priority 5:
Foster and Maintain a High-Performance Culture and Organisation to Achieve Our Vision
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Legal Affairs
• Manage engagement of external legal advisors, including provision of instructions, review of requests from CRU policy teams,
corresponding with advisors to ensure prompt delivery and overseeing administration of engagement.
• Continue development of internal legal knowledge scheme, to include regular training sessions and updates on developments in
energy regulation law.
• Ensure team members have access to training to support their work.

Energy Networks and
Legal

Communications
• Prepare and implement an internal communications plan optimising intranet and other available tools.

Operations and
Organisational
Development

Human Resources (HR)
• Working with the Commission and staff, undertake review and implementation of measures to address organisation design themes
identified during workforce planning process (as part of Strategic Planning process).
• Carry out operational work including payroll, management of sick leave, calculating and recording of all other forms of leave,
management of staff probation etc.
• Assist the Commission and staff in relation to employee relations matters (including provision of management training to assist
with preventing and handling issues that may arise).
• Lead the project to consider the future of how we work (home and office) in the CRU.
• Provide supports for employee health and wellbeing in response to national pandemic (COVID-19) remotely and as we transition
back to the office (includes surveys, new policies/procedures, first aid etc).
• Run recruitment campaigns in line with organisational requirements and public sector recruitment practices (and resulting
induction programmes).
• Lead a project on benchmarking staff turnover to establish if the CRU's rate is broadly in line with comparable public sector bodies.
• Review Human Resources policy framework adding and updating policies in line with best practice and public sector norms.
• Oversee and administer the integrated planning system including quarterly reviews and reports to the Commission.
• Conduct a review of the CRU's Performance Management Development System
• Prepare and implement training and development plans to support the CRU including launch of skills matrix on Integrated
Planning tool.
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Strategic Priority 5 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Human Resources (HR) contd.
• Procure the services of a training and development provider, to deliver an appropriate programme for all grades, which will aim to
develop the talent within CRU, enabling staff to advance their careers and broaden their own skills.
• Prepare and implement Human Resources strategy including culture audit.

Water, Compliance
and Customer
Affairs

Finance, Governance and Procurement Management
• Complete regulatory accounts project and implement recommended financial reporting framework.
• Collaborate with ICT in the design and delivery of a new finance system in response to business needs.
Support the CRU in ensuring compliance with its public procurement obligations through the following: provision of a central
support function, procurement compliance reviews and reporting, procurement advice and Office of Government
• Procurement engagement, Multi-Annual Corporate Procurement Planning, reporting to the Commission and the Finance and
Governance Committee, maintaining a contracts register and other annual returns.
• Governance: provide high quality briefing, analysis and support to facilitate the effective functioning of CRU's governance
structures.
• Provide administration support to the Audit and Risk Committee, and the Risk Management Committee & Risk Officer.
• Administer the revised DPER Single Public Service Pension Scheme operating model as underpinned by the Databank Onboarding
arrangements; provide admin support to the CER Pension Scheme Registered Administrator & Trustees.
• Support the CRU in ensuring compliance with its Data Protection obligations through capacity building; Subject Access Request
and Breach Management; maintaining a record of processing activities; Data Processing Agreements; review of Privacy Impact
Assessment
• Strengthen the CRU project management governance framework; and the contract management procedures in collaboration with
the project managers at CRU.
• Support CRU in ensuring compliance with its financial management and control obligations through the following: budget process,
annual accounts, assurance mapping, financial management and reporting, levy administration and purchase ordering.
• Conduct review and consultation to prepare Strategic Plan 2022-2024.
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Strategic Priority 5 contd.
OUTPUTS

DIVISION

Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
• Provide input into various ICT Procurement Processes as required during 2021.
• Manage all external providers to ensure they are delivering the required service as set out in their contracts.
• Support CRU Staff during Covid Working from Home arrangements and return to office planning
• Provide all ICT Facility Services including the provision of ICT equipment and delivering upon any internal/ external requests.
• Manage the ICT Budget for 2021 to ensure that all expenditure and project expenditure are monitored and maintained at suitable
levels.
• Provide ICT Technical Assistance and Support for the various CRU website(s)
• Monitor and improve the CRU ICT Policies and develop ICT training courses and user guides.
• Continue to deliver all ICT administration needs, including the maintenance of CRU ICT accounts, portal accounts, managed print
solution, mobile phones and other ad-hoc ICT requests.
• Deliver Facility services, including co-ordinating external maintenance contractors including continuation of work on the Return to
Work Project.
• Develop and maintain the CRU ICT Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Solution.
• Protect CRU ICT Systems from cybersecurity threats. This will involve using CRU ICT Security Applications to monitor, assess and
protect systems from emerging threats and implementing suitable protections and preventive measures as required.
• Develop an ICT Strategy Implementation Plan for 2021. Support the CRU with innovative and optimal use of ICT guided by a new
ICT strategy aligned to user and customer needs.
• Support the organisation with Records Management Needs and by implementing the new Records Management policy and
Retention Schedule.
• Support the development and transition to a new CRU Finance Solution as set out in the CRU ICT Strategy.
• Support the development of new Safety Supervisory Body databases to create a Scheme Information Management System (SIMS).
• Work on cross-divisional ICT Projects to introduce efficiency gains and costs benefits as set out in the ICT Strategy 2021 initiatives.

Water, Compliance
and Customer
Affairs
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